We’ve gathered some fun art-related resources for families spending time at home...

Fun Drawing Prompts:

Here are 3 full weeks of fun drawing prompts. These are a great way to take a creative break or warm-up before doing a larger project.

Museum Sites for Kids:

MetKids lets you hop in a time machine, watch videos, and learn all about the museum’s collection.
Virtual and Online Tours:

From the Acropolis in Athens to Zebras at the Zoo, here is an article with **20 ways to leave home without actually leaving the couch**.

Check out #museumfromhome to see art from museums around the world on Instagram.
Art History Videos:

Art with Mati and Dada provides short, fun cartoons on various art history topics.

Tate Kids offers all kinds of videos from museum tours (with kids!) to art projects to various topics in art history.

Things to do Outside:

Need an activity you can do outdoors? How about this project inspired by artist Andy Goldsworthy.

See the calm, soothing movie Rivers and Tides in two parts here and here.
Some of our favorite creative blogs:

**Tinkerlab** specializes in offering families easy ways to support creativity at home.

**The Artful Parent** shares ideas, information, and inspiration to encourage you to enjoy and share art with the kids in your life.

**Deep Space Sparkle** provides free art lessons sorted by grade level, subject, and technique. Downloadable packets and how-to-draw worksheets available as well.
Other fun projects & Art Education resources:

Here are 27 art activities you can try at home from The Art of Education University. It includes ways to turn food into paint, create found object art, make different kinds of clay, and more!

Learn How to Make a Flipbook using only index cards and a binder clip. (We suggest holding your drawings up to a window as a light source.)

Make your own Sketchbook using things you probably have around the house (like hair ties and ribbons).
Create Drawings and Animations Online:

**ABCya Animate** lets you make animations up to 100 frames long. They also offer English, math, and science games by grade level (and standard).

Created at MIT, **Scratch** lets you create free stories, games, and animations online. We suggest [watching a tutorial](#) before you get started.

Create your own awesome flipbook-style animations on **FlipAnim**, then save and share them!
**AutoDraw**
An A.I. Experiment by Google Labs, AutoDraw lets you draw and create online, but it can also guess what you’re drawing. Share what you create online or download it as a PNG file.

**SwitchZoo**
We suggest creating your own wild creature, then writing a story about it. Where does it live? What does it eat?

**Sketchpad**
is a fun, free photoshop-like program where you can draw and create online (mess free)!
Blend a little art and math by playing with the Symmetry Artist tool at MathIsFun.

Play with photography, then turn your photos into animated GIFs using GIFPAL.

And last but not least, don’t forget that you can draw and send messages to us, directly on our website!